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Councillors declaring interests 
General duty
You must declare any disclosable pecuniary interests when the meeting reaches the item 
on the agenda headed “Declarations of Interest” or as soon as it becomes apparent to you.
What is a disclosable pecuniary interest?
Disclosable pecuniary interests relate to your* employment; sponsorship (ie payment for 
expenses incurred by you in carrying out your duties as a councillor or towards your 
election expenses); contracts; land in the Council’s area; licenses for land in the Council’s 
area; corporate tenancies; and securities.  These declarations must be recorded in each 
councillor’s Register of Interests which is publicly available on the Council’s website.
Declaring an interest
Where any matter disclosed in your Register of Interests is being considered at a meeting, 
you must declare that you have an interest.  You should also disclose the nature as well as 
the existence of the interest.
If you have a disclosable pecuniary interest, after having declared it at the meeting you 
must not participate in discussion or voting on the item and must withdraw from the meeting 
whilst the matter is discussed.
Members’ Code of Conduct and public perception
Even if you do not have a disclosable pecuniary interest in a matter, the Members’ Code of 
Conduct says that a member “must serve only the public interest and must never 
improperly confer an advantage or disadvantage on any person including yourself” and that 
“you must not place yourself in situations where your honesty and integrity may be 
questioned”.  What this means is that the matter of interests must be viewed within the 
context of the Code as a whole and regard should continue to be paid to the perception of 
the public.

*Disclosable pecuniary interests that must be declared are not only those of the member her or himself but 
also those member’s spouse, civil partner or person they are living with as husband or wife or as if they were 
civil partners.
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The views and opinions expressed in this article are those of the authors and do not necessarily 

reflect the position of the Tourism Management Review Group or the Council. The Council does not 

necessarily recognise the data drawn upon within the article.  

Introduction 

We are two North Oxford Residents who are dismayed to see the streets of North Oxford used as a 

free parking lot for short-stay tourist coaches and angered by their dangerous blocking of cycle 

lanes. In this paper we present our views on what do to solve this problem, along with some 

evidence and our own research into the issue. 

Tourist Coach Parking - High level problem statement 

 Oxfordshire County Council and Oxford City Council have failed and are failing, in our 

opinion, to provide adequate coach parking spaces and facilities for tourist coaches. In 

summer 2018 we estimated there were between 195 and 260 tourist coaches a day, but 

only 28 advertised spaces at Redbridge Park and Ride. 

 As a result, coaches are parking for free where they can, often in side streets in North 

Oxford, but also on the Oxpens Industrial Estate and lay-bys on the major trunk roads that 

serve Oxford. Coach drivers are breaking their own regulations in doing so 

 There are numerous infractions of law and undesirable behaviour exhibited by the coach 

drivers, including parking in resident bays, keeping engines running, parking in bus and cycle 

lanes and unsafe manoeuvres 

 Without positive action by the 2 councils, the coach parking situation can be expected to 

deteriorate in 2019, as the number of tourists to the UK is forecast to increase by 3.5% while 

the number of advertised tourist coach parking spots decreases to 141 

 Oxford City Council is working towards a zero emissions zone in the centre of Oxford.  

Our high level recommendation 

 Day tourist coaches are banned from accessing Oxford streets within the ring road, and 

instead are required to park in a new designated and controlled coach park and ride facility 

outside of the ring road or better, in an existing park and ride, such as Water Eaton 

 Introduce park and ride fees for coaches using the facility. Set these fees at £80 for standard 

coaches and £35 for minibuses. The fee includes the fares for passengers to the centre of 

Oxford special purpose park and ride buses.  Using our assumptions and estimates, P&R fees 

raised, before any expenses, would be in the range £4.2 - £5.6 million per annum.  This 

compares to an estimated £100,000 per annum currently achieved at Redbridge 

 Recommend Oxfordshire County Council invest in high capacity (100-150 person) electric 

buses to operate every 10 minutes along the relatively straight road from Water Eaton to a 

drop off point in St Giles. Oxfordshire would also invest in infrastructure both at Water 

Eaton and St Giles to ensure coach drivers welfare and efficient tourist flows, and in initial 

awareness raising and extra traffic wardens. These capital and other up-front expenditures 

would be recovered within 18-24 months 

 We understand that revenues from parking charges can only be used for highways, and 

given the poor state of roads in Oxfordshire, a net income of say £4 million would 

                                                           
1
 Planning application 18/01590/CT3 accessed on 1 March 2019 

http://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/documents/s43776/1801590CT3%20%20Redbridge%20Park%20and%20Ride%
20report.pdf 
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significantly enhance the current £11 million carriageway repair budget, or allow money to 

be repurposed for other council priorities.   

Benefits of Recommendations 

 No coaches will be parked illegally, in North Oxford, and elsewhere 

 Coach drivers will benefit from proper rest facilities at the park and ride, significantly 

reducing the number of coach driver regulation infractions  

 The reduction in coach traffic along Oxford inner roads will reduce CO2 emissions within the 

ring road by up to 850-1,130 tonnes per annum2    

 Large vehicle traffic will be lighter within the ring road, especially on the Woodstock and 

Banbury Roads, but potentially also the heavily congested Botley and Abingdon Roads 

 The additional revenues from coach parking will contribute significantly to improving the 

quality of Oxfordshire roads 

 A well-designed site at Water Eaton could lead to additional savings on bus services 

connecting Oxford Parkway Rail Station and the Town Centre through amalgamation of 

services. 

Drawbacks of recommendation 

 Day tourism numbers may decline in the short-term due to the higher cost of coach 

journeys, and tourism spend may decrease by £2 million if day tourist numbers decrease by, 

say, 10%. This is a tiny proportion of the total tourism economy in Oxford. Mitigation: 

Responsible coach companies will pass on the park and ride cost to passengers as part of 

their fare and this is insignificant compared to the cost of the tour package 

 Potential industrial action by coach companies may reduce tourism numbers further than 

10%. Mitigation: through awareness raising around the benefits to the drivers themselves 

 There will be less capacity for cars at Water Eaton – difficult to mitigate without increasing 

capacity elsewhere 

 Concentrating tourist disembarkations in St Giles may lead to objections for some colleges 

and businesses – however most coach tourists disembark there already 

 Contingency for bus breakdowns dictate a relatively large fleet of tourist park and ride buses 

 There may be issues with high capacity buses operating next to cycle lanes. For this reason 

Banbury Road offers the safest solution. The issue is also mitigated as the drivers will be 

highly experienced compared to coach drivers who are unfamiliar with the route and Oxford.  

Alternative solutions considered and rejected 

We looked at two other solutions: 

 Development of a mobile phone app that collects parking fees (similar in size to those 

recommended) and directs coach drivers to available coach parking spots based on their 

route and spot availability. This would require the identification and designation of adequate 

parking spots throughout Oxford, for example, at other park and ride sites, Osney Industrial 

Park, lightly used school bus parking spots, and underutilised central parking, such as outside 

                                                           
2
 A coach generates 822gm per km of CO2 according to 

https://www.carbonindependent.org/sources_bus.html Accessed 4 March 2019. It is assumed that electric 
buses produce zero emissions within the ring road and that coaches are all petrol/diesel driving for 15km 
within the ring road.  
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County Council offices, and Worcester Street car park. We rejected this as there are only 

marginal emissions benefits, marginal traffic improvements and there would be problems in 

identifying non-paying coaches.      

 A similar idea that causes coaches to register at lay-bys on approach roads to Oxford (A40, 

A34, A420, A44) and receive an identifying disk and permission once parking payment has 

been made. This is slightly better solution as rogue coaches can be identified, however, 

there would be other unpoliced routes into Oxford.  
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Support us on Twitter by following @FedUpInOxford and follow the debate on #oxfordcoachparking
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Research and Observations 

We decided to investigate for ourselves the reasons why coach drivers were parking casually in Oxford, and to 

obtain some basic data on the scale of coach parking.  

We achieved this by cycling around the area defined by Banbury Road from St Giles up to Marston Ferry Road, 

looking specifically for parked coaches in the side roads to the west, i.e. towards Walton Manor and Jericho 

and to the east (Norham Manor). We also looked at the designated and former coach parking areas at Oxpens 

and Redbridge Park and Ride.  We interviewed drivers who had parked in North Oxford and Redbridge.    

We carried out a survey of coach movements over a period of 1 hour on a July Saturday morning at the 

junction of Woodstock Road and Banbury Road, where these merge into St Giles. This spot was chosen as 

these roads feed the coach drop off point at the Taylorian Institute in St Giles.  

We web-researched readily available information on coach parking charges in major tourist destinations to 

determine what others destinations were doing.  

North Oxford  

We spoke to the 5 drivers of coaches parked in resident only bays on the side roads off Woodstock and 

Banbury Roads. 4 had come from London and one from Northampton and they had entered Oxford through 

the Northern routes. None of the coach drivers was aware of the Redbridge Park and Ride coach parking 

scheme. None of the drivers wished to pay for parking and none had money advanced from their employers 

for parking. None of the drivers were provided with information about Oxford from their employers. All drivers 

were used to being “moved on” by residents if asked, and none had ever received a parking fine in Oxford (but 

some were not regular Oxford drivers). The drivers might had acted differently if there was proper information 

about Redbridge and signposting on how to get there. One coach we did not speak to was parked outside of 

Wychwood School against the local parking regulations but in a suitable coach parking spot for a Saturday – 

there are three spots there.   

Over a 9-month period we observed the following major infractions: 

 The majority of coaches parked in North Oxford were parked in resident parking bays 

 In the heat of summer, a significant number of drivers kept their engines running to power air 

conditioning for their own comfort 

 One company repeatedly parked its coaches in the bus lane in Woodstock Road, north of Plantation 

Road 

 One driver cooked a meal on a busy pavement in Woodstock Road beside his coach parked in a no-

parking bay 

 Two coaches doing three-point turns on Botley Road during the rush hour.  

Oxpens 

Oxpens car park comprises a double level car park and an open area, formerly a coach park, now primarily 

spaces for blue disabled badge car drivers. The coach park had been shifted after the old shopping centre car 

park had been pulled down. The open area park was basically empty, even on the busiest of Saturdays.  

Redbridge Park and Ride 

We spoke to five drivers in this depressing, but full, site. The coach area is cordoned off from the rest of the 

park and ride by moveable bollards. There are no facilities for the drivers at all in the area – which is 1 hour 

walk from the centre and 10 minutes from the only shop in the area (Tescos in Abingdon Road). We noticed 

that a number of parking bays (7) were occupied by campervans and one by a hire van.   Payment is 

convenient through a app. 
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We asked the drivers about illegal parking. They noted that although North Oxford was favoured, coaches that 

could not park at Redbridge were forced to park in laybys on the ring road, and also in the side streets around 

the lower Abingdon Road. We have personally witnessed many laybys on the A34, A420 and A40 with tourist 

coaches. One driver estimated the number of illegal parking coaches at 100-200 each summer day.  

All drivers complained that the inability to leave their coaches to rest properly was against driving law, which 

requires drivers to take a proper rest and recreation away from their coaches when their tachometers record 

rest time. A review of PSV375, the UK Government guide does not seem to support this contention, however, 

the lack of facilities was striking as was the poor state of the coach park. 

In relation to the 2018 pilot by Oxfordshire County Council to move-on coaches at St Giles the drivers felt that 

this was unnecessarily confrontational and wasn’t tackling the issue as they were not being told where they 

should move on to. One driver complained that to empty his 91 person double decker bus at St Giles takes 

longer than 5 minutes allowed and longer to load up. There is a £75 fine for taking longer than 5 minutes 

apparently.    

The drivers were of the opinion that Coventry provides an excellent coach parking model, and that Oxford was 

among the worst, with Brighton taking the last position. 

Coach Movement Survey 

We also carried out a survey of coach movements on Saturday 21 July 2018, at the junction of Banbury Road, 

Woodstock Road and St Giles. Highlights of the survey:  

 91 tourist coach movements in one hour (9:30 to 10:30), 52 coming into St Giles and 39 leaving for 

the North.  

 Only 50 of the 91 involving coaches with passengers, so 41 were either heading to N Oxford to park or 

were coming back from there to pick up their passengers.  

Coach Parking Charges 

There is a significant shortage of coaching spots in Oxford to deal with the spike in Summer visitors. Oxford 

City provides some of the cheapest coach parking charges in the major tourist areas. The table shows prices 

accessed from the web on 15 July 2018. 

Tourist town From (short term) To (typically 8 hours) Notes 

 £ £  

Oxford 5.00 10.00 Higher rate for >4 hours 

Cambridge 10.00 10.00 Flat rate 

Stratford 1.00 6.00 Higher rates than this for 
>9 hours 

Canterbury 15.00 15.00  

Brighton 9.00 16.00 Higher rate for over 4 hours 

York 6.50 13.00 High rate for over 3 hours. 
Summer rates – winter is 
cheaper. 

Windsor 10.00  
 

30.00 Can purchase in advance 
(17.50 for up to 4 hours 
and 25.00 all day).  

Bristol 12.00 12.00  

Bath 5.00 14.00 Higher rate for >8 hours 

 

Raw Computations 

We can conservatively compute some raw coach number estimates from available web data and using other 

observations as triangulation 
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Oxford City Council announced that the numbers of tourists visiting Oxford is 7 million in 2016
3
, of which 5.85 

million were day trippers, 80% of whom visited in non-winter months. From this we can make a first guess that 

the average day visitors are 20,000 derived from 5,850,000*(100/80)/365. It is thought that the number of day 

visitors has increased since 2016. 

No details of the day-tripper mode of transport was provided in the Destination Research report. We are 

assuming that most of these day trippers arrive by public transport (scheduled rail and bus) or through 

chartered coaches, rather than by car, and that many arrive by chartered coach. For the purposes of this 

exercise we conservatively estimate that 30%-40% of day trippers arrive by coach, i.e. 6,000-8,000 per day 

outside of the winter months.  

We assume the average standard coach carries 56 persons (range 47 to 90), and a minibus 20 (range 18-25)
4
, 

with 80% of tourists arriving in standard coaches and 20% minibuses. We further assume coaches are carrying 

75% load, an average of 42 and 15 persons per coach respectively.  

Using these assumptions, 6,000 -8,000 persons suggests 195-260 coaches per day are arriving in Oxford during 

the non-winter months. Of these we estimate that approx 60% are standard coaches and 40% minibuses.   

We can triangulate this calculation through two additional pieces of research,  

 our one hour survey suggesting that 50/91*52 = 29 coaches in 1 hour entering the drop off area in St 

Giles from the Northern corridor – in 10 hours this would provide 290 coaches just from this one 

corridor. This also suggests the calculations are conservative.  

 casual observations of drivers parked at Redbridge suggesting 100-200 illegally parked coaches per 

day during summer months. 

Policy Considerations 

Changing tourist demand 

Culturally speaking, we feel that Oxford is welcoming to foreigners and outsiders, reflecting its own 

population, which is incredibly diverse. Oxford should continue to be a place which welcomes tourists. 

The numbers of tourists visiting the UK in the short to medium is not expected to decrease, despite Brexit.
5
 

2019 visitors are expected to be up by 3.5%. 

There have been a large number of press articles in the last year suggesting that the number of tourists, 

especially day tourists, is at levels where both the resident and tourist experience is degraded. 
6,7

 

However, tourism is an important economic and job generator for Oxford and Oxfordshire, hence policy 

changes that might reduce jobs and adversely impact the economy should be borne in mind. It is noted that 

the quality of economic benefit for Oxford from coach day trippers who spend very short periods in Oxford 

                                                           
3
 Destination Research Report accessed 1 March 2019 from https://www.experienceoxfordshire.org/wp-

content/uploads/2018/02/Economic-Impact-of-Tourism-Oxford-2016-Report.pdf 
4
 Quora Question accessed 1 March 2019 https://www.quora.com/How-many-seats-are-on-a-standard-

private-coach-bus 
5
 https://www.visitbritain.org/2019-inbound-tourism-forecast accessed 1 March 2019 

6
 https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/news/oxford-tourist-hell-overcrowding-residents-locals-complain/ 

accessed 5 March 2019 
7
 https://www.marketplace.org/2017/10/23/business/too-many-tourists-amid-oxfords-dreaming-spires, 

accessed 5 March 2019 
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https://www.visitbritain.org/2019-inbound-tourism-forecast
https://www.telegraph.co.uk/travel/news/oxford-tourist-hell-overcrowding-residents-locals-complain/
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(typically 60-90 minutes) must be considered low. It has been stated that average coach tourist spends £6 in 

the city
8
 

Policies that provide control of the numbers of day trip tourists are likely to be well-received by Oxford 

residents and such policies will not necessarily have an adverse effect on the tourism economy.   

We therefore conclude that active control over day trip tourism which is made through non-scheduled public 

transport (chartered coaches) is desirable and possible.  

Coach Parking - Current supply of coach parking spots 

Oxford has a chronic shortage of coach parking spots. We were unable to determine the total numbers, but we 

understand that only 28 spots are available at Redbridge Park and Ride, and that these are also available for 

other vehicles such as campervans. We understand that other spots are available at other park and rides, 

including Oxford Parkway, but that these are not publicly advertised as coach parking. The Oxford City Council 

website only mentions Redbridge Park and Ride
9
.     

We understand that the spots at Redbridge Park and Ride arose due to the closure of Oxpens coach park, and 

that Oxpens is now permanently repurposed for development following the completion of the Westgate 

Shopping Centre.  

We understand that planning permission has been granted to decrease the number of Redbridge spots to 14. 
10

 

The reduction in supply of coach parking spots, coupled with the expected increase in tourism, is expected to 

give rise to further pressures on coach drivers to park “where they can”.  

Increasing the supply of coach parking spots 

It is clear that, even if measures are put into place to reduce the numbers of day tripper tourist coaches, that 

without proper planning, the numbers of parking places would be woefully insufficient.  

Identifying suitable places is difficult without displacing car parking. We have noted that the outer park and 

rides offer the most likely solutions, but only if there is infrastructure in place for parking. 

Reducing the demand calls for more dramatic measures, which challenges the views held that “Oxford needs 

more tourists”. To reduce demand, a levy on tourist coaches, equivalent to £1.70 per head, would potentially 

reduce demand, but at the very least would generate income that could be used for the following: 

 Funding the infrastructure required to enforce the levy. This might include (i) app development 

(booking, availability, payment) (ii) the cost of inspection and compliance  

 Funding improved coach parking and driver facilities 

 Purchasing a small fleet of high capacity electric buses to be used as tourist park and ride buses 

 Paying ongoing operating costs of (i) the coach park and ride system, and (ii) ongoing vigilance and 

compliance 

 Funding improvements to the road system in Oxfordshire, which is in a poor state of repair 

                                                           
8
 @BBC Oxford tweet 7 Aug 2018  - Tourism 'killing Oxford' according to city business owner who says the 

average coach trip visitor spends just £6 
9
 Accessed 1 March 2019 

https://www.oxford.gov.uk/info/20078/parking_in_oxford/490/parking_for_coaches_lorries_and_mini_buses 
10

 Planning application 18/01590/CT3 accessed on 1 March 2019 
http://mycouncil.oxford.gov.uk/documents/s43776/1801590CT3%20-
%20Redbridge%20Park%20and%20Ride%20report.pdf 
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Oxford would be the first city in the UK as far as we can see to introduce a levy of this nature, but being first is 

not a crime! 

Why £1.70? – the cost of a family of 4 parking in the Redbridge Park and ride is £6.80 (5 is the same price). The 

average coach capacity is 56 persons, and we are assuming average used capacity of 42. (15 for minibus 

occupancy). We assume that the levy would be based on the normal coach capacity, so that standard coaches 

pay more and mini coaches less. We also assume, confirmed in our discussions with the drivers, that the coach 

operators would pass this cost on to the tourist. Prices of coach day trips to Oxford range from £10 (if booked 

as a group) to £120 per person for non-group advertised tours.  

Flat rate per coach or per passenger? – To simplify the system, and to ensure that relatively empty coaches 

are penalised, we recommend a flat rate for coach. There are three basic types of coach – double decker and 

standard coaches which we would recommend a levy £80 and minibuses, which we recommends a levy of £35.  

Exemptions – exemptions to coaches within the ring road would apply for school coach trips from authorised 

permanent state and private kindergarten, primary, secondary and tertiary educational establishments located 

in Oxford (but not covering pop up or summer schools) and other exemptions at the council’s discretion, such 

as school trips from other schools in Oxfordshire.  

Which periods? – Oxford appears to receive 80% of its day-tourists in the 9 non-winter months, with 

December also quite heavy. We would propose that the levy apply throughout the year, although there is an 

argument that it should be reduced for the relatively quiet months of November, January and February.  

Winners and losers 

 “Proper” coach companies are likely to support the measures because of the ability to pass on the 

cost to the end users (at present the parking fee is a non-reimbursed overhead), and because of the 

improved facilities for drivers 

 Residents of Oxford are likely to support the measure because of the reduction in illegal parking and 

improved behaviours in the historic town centre 

 Environmentalists are likely to see improvements in air quality from the elimination of coaches inside 

the ring road and needless journeys to find parking spots 

 Retail businesses are likely to object because of a fear of loss of revenue from reduced tourist 

numbers. This might be offset by increased number of shoppers who are currently not coming into 

Oxford because of “tourist hell”.  The types of coach tourists who might not come are generally not 

those who spend vast sums, given they are herded around the sites rather than being allowed to 

shop, eat and drink unhindered 

 Some coach tourists will object as it increases their cost of tourism   

 Oxford County Council will significantly benefit financially and it is up to the City Council to square this 

away.  
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